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The publication describes methods and tools for development an information system (IS) for acceptance of the non-formal and
informal learning results on base of computer ontologies. ESCO ontology of the multilingual skills classifier is used as a
prototype of domain ontology that provides knowledge for developed IS. We describe the main elements of development of IS
for validation of the results of non-formal learning that include creation of an ontology schema, process of integration of the
obtained ontology into the RDF repository, development of application architecture and creation  of user interface.

We consider  modern approaches to design and development of  knowledge-oriented distributed applications intended for
functioning in the open Web environment and analyse the existing methods and software tools for knowledge representation
and processing according to their suitability for solving the considered task. On base of this research we select such  elements
of the Semantic Web project as ontologies, Web services and software agents that can be used in development of this IS.

The paper describes the instrumental tools used in process of development of IS for validation of non-formal learning outcomes.
In particular, we analyse Neo4j database management system serving the GraphDB database, the specifics of connectors and
SPARQL requests to the data stored in the RDF repository and the tools used for web server creation. Comparison of PHP
frameworks for web applications  is performed in consideration of task requirements.

Functional modeling of IS  in order to determine its main functionalities is performed, and the DFD data flow diagrams of
system are designed. The benefits of Laravel software are established on base of the analysis of such criteria as security,
readiness to installation of  plugins and libraries, support for the MVC (Model-View-Controller) concept. User interface is
developed to ensure user dialogue with IS. Authers analyse software tools oriented on development of user interface and select
React framework  that works efficiently with all software tools selected for IS development on the previous stages of analysis.
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Introduction

Due to the rapid growth of knowledge-based systems that occupy a wide area in information technology and
development of their own methods and principles, the Semantic Web initiative has undergone significant elaboration [1,
2]. Semantic Web technologies aim to define and interconnect data in a way similar to that in which traditional web
technologies define and interconnect web pages. In the case of the traditional Web, each web page can be considered a
unit of information or entity and pages are explicitly linked using HTML links. The main features of Semantic Web
technology [3] are the expansion of machine information processing, namely: intelligent processing based on semantic
technologies. In the most general sense, the semantic identification of data fragment consists in establishing its
connection with the element of knowledge description of  domain and explicit definition of the connection semantics.
Today, ontologies are widely used for representation of domain knowledge [4] in intelligent information systems (IISs).
For example, domain ontology can be used to represent learning outcomes in that domain, if individual fragments of a
potential employee's resume are related to the concepts of such an ontology by relations that are also formalized by the
same ontology [5].

Therefore development of information system for validation of non-formal learning outcomes is oriented on
optimization of the process of combining the market of educational services and the labor market with the help of
domain ontologies. In this research we take into account possibility of easy adaptation to changes in domain knowledge
and use of modern standards of knowledge representation and processing.

Use of Semantic Web technologies for semantic identification of non-formal learning
outcomes

One of the most popular projects related to the distributed knowledge processing is the Semantic Web. The
Semantic Web conception of the was suggested by Tim Berners-Lee, one of the founders of the World Wide Web and
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the head of the consortium W3C [6] in the work "Semantic Web" [7]. The Semantic Web is a Web of data. The aim of
this project is to transform the whole set of available information resources, accessible through the Web, into a
distributed heterogeneous knowledge base. The general idea of the Semantic Web concept is to organize such
representation of data in the network that allows not only visualization, but also effective automatic data processing by
software from independent manufacturers. The main components of Semantic Web are ontologies, Web services and
software agents. The following open knowledge representation standards were developed for their presentation within
the Semantic Web, such as the OWL ontology representation language [8], the RDF metadata description standard [9],
Web services [10] and the query language SPARQL [11] for this formalized knowledge. The Resource Description
Framework (RDF)  is a data model for representing information about World Wide Web resources.

Today, the Semantic Web project is actively evolving: new languages, standards and tools are emerging, and
existing ones are being improved. Therefore, it is advisable in the process of developing an intelligent applied system
based on the use of Web resources, focus on these results and create semantic Web-services that can effectively use all
the benefits of the new information environment. Semantic Web services expand the concept of ordinary Web-services
in terms of the use of semantic information, namely ontologies and semantic markup for both application and system
needs. The use of ontological analysis provides the ability to transfer knowledge to new applications, the automated
export of information from semantically marked information resources (IRs) and the development of common
terminological framework for interaction between various IRs and IISs. Semantic Web technologies are easily
integrated with other Web technologies, such as intelligent Wiki (example – Semantic MediaWiki) [12]. Ontologies
provide effective means of knowledge representation for distance learning [13].

We take into account all these factors in development of IIS for validation of non-formal learning outcomes
aimed on automated generation of user passport of acquired competencies, search for vacancies and matching of
competencies with vacancy requirements based on the ESCO model [14].

The following Semantic Web technologies are used in the development of this system:
- availability of personal software agents for potential employers and job seekers to personalize the

interaction;
- use of semantic services for support of registration and search of vacancies and resumes, matching of

vacancies and resumes at the semantic level, search of educational services capable to provide some
specified qualification or education and comparison of training courses and learning programs with
professions;

- ensuring the relations between professions, knowledge, skills, competencies and qualifications, as well as
between their characteristics formalized with the help of ESCO ontology, various educational ontologies
and domain ontologies.

Means of creating IIS for validation of non-formal learning outcomes

We use functional modeling IDEF0 [15] to determine the main functionality of proposed IIS. IDEF0 is a
functional modeling methodology and graphical notation designed to formalize and describe business processes. A
distinctive feature of IDEF0 is its emphasis on the subordination of objects. IDEF0 considers the logical relations
between works, not their temporal sequence (workflow) [16].

Fig. 1 shows the functional model IDEF0 of IIS aimed on validation of non-formal learning outcomes.

Fig. 1. Functional model of the IDEF0 system
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This functional model consists of the following main components:
- main block is IIS based on computer ontologies. We use ESCO as a prototype of computer ontology;
- ontology of the multilingual skills classifier ESCO used as input data;
- elements of management that directly affect the development of architecture and technical task of the IIS are:

"Standards, Regulations, Acts, Regulations, Standards" and "Project Manager";
- subjects of developed system: the applicant, the employer, the employment center, the expert and the provider

of educational services;
- output data of the system are targeted data for the applicants and for the employers.

After developing the functional model IDEF0, we move on to the next step, namely to design of data flow
diagram of the DFD system. We do it by decomposition of the functional model IDEF0. DFD data flow diagram is a
design model with a graphical representation of "data flows" into IIS. This is the so-called graphical structural analysis
methodology that describes the external to the system data sources and recipients, logical functions, data flows and
accessible data storages. Data flow diagrams contain four types of graphical elements:

- processes of  data transformation within the described IIS;
- data storages (repositories);
- external to the system entities;
- data flows between system elements.
Decomposition of the functional model is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Decomposition of the functional model of the system

Decomposition of the functional model of the developed system contains four blocks:
- design of technical task and system architecture;
- design of system database ;
- RDF model design;
- design of physical model GraphDB.
The implementation of the declared functions is ensured by use of small set of universal tools for  domain

information processing that support view information about instances (professions, skills, competencies, etc.), search of
instances with the necessary properties and editing of instances.

Nowadays, domain ontologies are represented by the language OWL (Web Ontology Language) and its
dialects [9-12] developed Semantic Web. OWL is based on descriptive logics and allows to describe domain concepts
(classes and individuals)  and the relations between them.

RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a formalism of the description of interconnected entities. It is
designed by W3C to ensure metadata compatibility through common semantics, structure and syntax. RDF repositories
are used in solving problems where data may have an unpredictable number of connections.  RDF defines a common
metadata architecture. The basis of RDF is data representation of in the form of statements (triplets) “subject-predicate-
object” that describe the directed relation from subject to object. Subjects,  objects and predicates are identified with
use of the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [17] that generalizes the URL conception. The same URI can be used in
different positions in different RDF  triplets: to be both a subject, and a predicate, and an object; thus triplets form a
kind of graph called RDF graph.

The SPARQL query language is used for processing of RDF data. It is one of the base technologies of the
Semantic Web. SPARQL is a language for queries to data represented by the RDF model, as well as a protocol for
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transmitting these queries and responses to them  recommended by W3C consortium. Representation of SPARQL
endpoints is a recommended practice for publishing data on the World Wide Web. SPARQL provides queries to
mandatory and optional graph templates with conjunctions and disjunctions. The result of SPARQL queries can be
represented as result sets or RDF graphs [18].

SPARQL queries include a set of triplet templates, which is called the main graph template. Triplet templates
are similar to RDF triplets, except that each subject, predicate and object can be variable. The main graph template
corresponds to subgraph of RDF data where RDF terms of this subgraph can be replaced by variables, and the result is
an RDF graph equivalent to subgraph.

According to [19], the development of IIS for validation of non-formal learning outcomes that involves the use
of ontological knowledge bases is performed in four stages:
1. creation of ontology scheme;
2. integration of ontology to RDF-repository;
3. development of application architecture;
4. development of user interface.

The first stage of system development deals with creation of ontology as a means of IIS knowledge
representation. Ontology scheme forms a system of finite sets of concepts and statements that provide the basis for
building of classes, objects and relations. This scheme determines the semantics of domain and helps to establish links
between the values of its elements.

The ontology of the European classifier ESCO is used for the system operation. According to purposes of IS
design this ontology becomes the source of knowledge about competencies and professions [20]. Open software tool
Protege is used to modify the original domain ontology and store it. The Protege platform [21] supports two main ways
to model ontologies using the Protege -Frames and Protege-OWL editors. Ne04j graph database management system is
used to visualize this ontology.

Figure 3 shows an enlarged graph of the ontology loaded from the ESCO with description of its main relations.
This  enlarged graph contains four main classes that are directly involved into ontology processing, : "Skill",
"Occupation", "NodeLiteral" and "Label". Others classes  are either descriptive or conceptual. “Skill” class represents
skills in the ontology, “Occupation” class represents professions, the “NodeLiteral” class describes professions and
skills, and the “Label” class represents the names of professions and skills [22].

The second stage of IIS development deals with integration of ontology with RDF repository. Database  of
semantic graphs GraphDB is used to store the ontology obtained at the first stage. GraphDB is a database of graphs that
is compatible with the RDF and SPARQL specifications. It supports open APIs based on the RDF4J project, allows to
publish linked data into the Web. It is used to link data from different sources, to index them for semantic search and to
enriches this information by text analysis to build large knowledge storages.

Fig. 3. The enlarged graph obtained from Protege ontology editor
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Work  with the RDF repository requires to access data through the SPARQL query language. Fig. 4 shows an
example of a SPARQL query that allows to define a list of skills.

The query consists of two parts: the SELECT condition specifies the variables that should be displayed in the
query results, and the WHERE condition provides the basic graph template that defines conditions for graph data. In
this example the basic graph template consists of a single triplet template with variables “?Skill”, “?O” and “?P” in
object position. As a result of request execution the list of skills is generated.

Fig. 4. Example of SPARQL query

Connectors are used to speed up the work with the storage. GraphDB connectors provide fast normal and
faceted search (aggregation) that usually is implemented by an external component or service such as Lucene.

Creation of connector in GraphDB requires to give it name and fields. The corresponding form is used for this
purpose (fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Form for connector creation in GraphDB

GraphDB connectors have the additional benefit of automatically updating data with GraphDB repositories.
Connectors provide entity-level synchronization where an entity is defined as something with unique identifier (URI)
and a set of properties and property values. In terms of RDF, this definition corresponds to set of triplets with  the same
subject. In addition to simple properties (defined by one of triplet), connectors support property chains. A property
chain is a sequence of triplets where the object of previous triplet is the subject of the next triplet.

This connector receives the text in the field, searches by the specified labels and returns a reference to the class
that corresponds to the specified query.

GraphDB connectors have the following properties [23]:
- support for the index that is always synchronized with data stored in GraphDB;
- availability of several independent copies for each repository;
- full-text search with use of native Lucene queries;
- selection of fragments of search queries as a result of search;
- sort by any pre-configured field;
- swapping results with use of offset and limit;
- choice of analyzer;
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- removal of HTML / XML tags in literals, etc.
After the stage of ontology integrating into the RDF repository we move on to creating the internal architecture

of IIS that uses this ontological repository. The main requirements for building an application architecture are to
provide access to the knowledge base. The main users of the system are employers, job seekers and experts. Users
interact with the IIS (obtain access to the RDF repository) through the Web server that process requests to the repository
and results of these requests. Fig. 6 shows general model of the architecture of IIS for validation of non-formal learning
outcomes.

Fig. 6. General architecture of IIS

PHP and Java-Script tools can be used for creation of the Web server. PHP language provides the programmer
with tools for quick and efficient solving of problems. Compared to PHP, Java Script has a reduced level of security due
to free access to the source code of popular scripts and many small errors at every stage of work. Most of them are
corrected easily but their presence allows to consider this language less professional than others. Therefore, PHP is
preferred for this project. Laravel and Symfony PHP frameworks can be used to development of the Web applications.
Table 1 shows their main features.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of Laravel and Symfony software tools

Features Symfony Laravel
Number of packages 7500 16 900
MVC + +
Installation through the composer + +
Full text search + (ElasticSearch) + (ElasticSearch)
Support CI, QA - PHPUnit

Addition and preservation of
ontology

Data sources

Web pages

DBMS

Standards
State standards
Educational
standards
Industry standards

Web server

RDF- storage RDF- files

User interface

Users

Expert Employer Applicant

Addition
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The Symfony framework provides the Web developers with built-in testing functionality, as well as the ability
to work with components and reuse code. Symfony 4.2 loads the REST API in 2 ms. This makes Symfony the fastest
PHP framework. Symfony adapts to any project requirements. This framework includes Event Dispatcher, thanks to it
Symfony is fully configured. In addition, all Symfony components are controlled independently. But Laravel provides
the Web applications with more functionality. Laravel has a good template engine that performs a lot of common tasks.

In  this project we use the Laravel framework due to its increased security and readiness to install plug-ins and
libraries. This framework has features such as RESTful-routing, caching, user management and authentication.
Therefore Laravel speeds up the development process.

The fourth stage consists in development of user interface to ensure the user's dialogue with IIS. The most
relevant tools for solving the tasks are React, Angular [25], Vue.js [26].

React is an open JavaScript library for creating user interfaces designed to solve the problems of partial
updating of the content of the Web page for development of one-page applications. React allows developers to create
large applications that use data that changes over time without reloading the page. React framework has the following
advantages: speed, simplicity and scalability. React conception is built on the representation of user interface by
separate self-contained parts – components that are quite simple to maintain and extend.

Angular is open-source front-end framework developed by Google's Angular Team, as well as the community
of private developers and corporations. It is written in TypeScript. The Angular framework supports the MVW
conception and has the following advantages: fast code writing, fast testing of any software part and two-way data
binding.

Vue.js is a JavaScript framework that uses the MVVM template to create user interfaces based on data models
through reactive data binding. Vue.js implements two-way data binding, server-side visualization, Vue-cli (scaffolding
tool for quick start) and optional JSX support. After analysis of these tools and comparison of their features with
specifics of solving problem, we choose React framework for development of user interface due to its effective work
with the tools selected in the previous stages.

User  interface of IIS for validation of non-formal learning outcomes consists of a functional panel and a
working window. The work form offers the user to search by the set of parameters: the name of the profession, basic
and additional skills.

The list of search parameters is specified in the user electronic portfolio. Such e-portfolio is a "business
card" of a searcher. It contains data on various aspects of his/her activity, professional development, educational
activity and personal data. The list of added parameters is stored in the ontology and can be supplemented.

The user also has the opportunity with the help of developed form to add new profession according to the
specified parameters. To add a new profession, the user enters the profession name, selects basic and additional skills
and clicks button “add a profession”. The list of parameters for skill search is stored in the ontology. As a result, a
request to the connector that makes changes to the ontology is generated.

Conclusions
Analysis of the development of modern knowledge-based IIS shows the feasibility of use the Semantic Web

technologies in the development of software tools aimed at combining the market of educational services with the labor
market. The main advantage of the Semantic Web initiative is an expansion of machine information processing
executed on semantic level.

In this work we propose an information system for validation of non-formal learning outcomes that uses
ontology of the multilingual skills classifier ESCO as an external source of knowledge. We use functional  modeling of
IDEF0 to determine the main functional capabilities of this IIS. Decomposition of proposed model provides
identification of its main blocks: design of the technical task and system architecture; database design; RDF model
design; design of physical model GraphDB.

Development of this IIS includes the creation of ontology scheme, integrating the resulting ontology into the
RDF repository, development of application architecture and user interface. We compare existing methods and software
tools for knowledge representation and analysis and their suitability for solving of considered problem. As a result of
analysis, database management system Neo4j that supports the graph database GraphDB; operation of connectors and
SPARQL queries to the data placed in the RDF repository are used for development of proposed system. Task-aimed
comparative analysis of PHP frameworks (criteria as security, readiness to install plug-ins and libraries, support for the
concept of MVC (model-view-controller)) shows the advantages of Laravel. React framework is selected for user
interface development due to its effective work with previously selected tools.
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